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full version . the page was presented with the keynotes as a reference. it was the primary reference

and the reason i went in because i knew it and knew it well. i was able to very quickly ask and
answer most of the questions that i was sent about our internal tools and our brand and where we fit

into the industry and what we were doing. i was able to, in under 15 minutes, give a presentation
like that. tapping: wow, you have a really good one here. all these charts and tables and all these

presentations that i didnt find out the answers to i had them at the end of the talk with the
references and all the data that we collected warnock: it was a real big disappointment to us that

after that apple-microsoft announcement, that our sales were down and our stock was down and you
started an investigation. couldn't you say you were going to take another product to market and take

away a couple of hundred million dollars a year from us? well, i dont think thats going to work. i
know its not the way things are done in business. thats a pattern and culture in that industry that ive
been around forever. culture, technology, and innovation are unique to us. for us to do well, we have

to innovate, take on new things. you cannot just be comfortable doing the same thing in the same
way that youve been comfortable doing for the last twenty years. we continue to do that. we will
continue to do that as long as we have the products and services to do it. but ive always found an

eye for innovation. and innovation has to come from the end user. our responsibility is not a strategy
but being the market driver. but, we have to be innovation so we have to continuously look for that

innovation.
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i dont spend time worrying about it. it doesnt concern me. if they have something that they want to
tell me, ill listen. i just dont want to become involved in the day-to-day operations of the business. its

somebody else’s job, and id rather go back to sleep when i retire. i think his [steve jobs] incredibly
visionary. i appreciate the things that he did. i wish he would have managed to stay a little longer,

but he was recognized by the community. he was a tremendous advertiser for apple as well. david is
a wonderful man. john and i have seen each other over the years. when david was at lotus, i saw him
occasionally. i still work for apple, so im close to apple. i gave him a little quid pro quo. i usually go to
apple conferences and the last year i gave him the keynote speech. he was really enthusiastic. when
i was at yale university, i used to write papers to get my degree. once the paperwork was all done, i
went to work. i had a small research shop. i had a bunch of machines at yale that were connected by
dumb terminals to the machines at the yale library that were connected to the computer files [of the

library system]. i did all my own work. i paid for the network and the time on the computers. and i
didnt bother the librarians, because i didnt need to look up a paper. it was all in the computer room
at yale. if we werent very careful, we’d be trapped. they have such a diversified product line. adobe
has to be diversified to survive. people might have thought that they were trapped by the end of the

business. now they have a startup mode. i didnt like the idea of that very much. 5ec8ef588b
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